CAROLINA HURRICANES 5, VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS 2
Postgame Notes – Feb. 1, 2019
At te nd anc e: 1 7 ,1 0 4
CAROLINA HURRICANES SCORING NOTES
Per
Time
Goal Scorer
Assists
STR
Score
1
11:13
Nino Niederreiter (14)
Justin Williams (16), Justin Faulk (15)
EV
1-1
2
0:47
Brett Pesce (4)
Unassisted
EV
CAR 2-1
2
18:23
Jordan Martinook (11)
Brock McGinn (11)
EV
CAR 3-2
3
3:51
Sebastian Aho (23)
Justin Williams (17), Jaccob Slavin (19)
EV
CAR 4-2
3
19:10
Justin Faulk (4)
Unassisted
EV-EN CAR 5-2
-- Brett Pesce’s second period goal was the first unassisted goal of his career.
-- Brock McGinn posted an assist tonight, giving him three points (1g, 2a) in his last four games.
-- Justin Williams registered two assists tonight, marking the 160th multi-point game of his career and 63rd with Carolina. It’s also the 69th
career multi-assist game for Williams and his 31st with Carolina.
-- Justin Faulk tallied a goal and an assist for the 45th multi-point game of his career.
-- Pesce and Faulk each notched an unassisted goal tonight, giving the Hurricanes 12 unassisted goals this season.
VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS SCORING NOTES
Per
Time
Goal Scorer
1
5:01
Shea Theodore (7)
2
17:47
Shea Theodore (8)

Assists
Nate Schmidt (14), Paul Stastny (13)
Ryan Reaves (8)

STR
PP
EV

Score
VGK 1-0
2-2

LEADING THE WAY
Justin Faulk recorded a goal and an assist tonight to become the Hurricanes’ franchise leader in points by a defenseman with 242 (78g,
164a). Faulk passed Dave Babych, who registered 240 points (44g, 196a) for the Whalers from 1985-91.
GIMME FIVE
Nino Niederreiter’s first-period goal marked his fifth goal in five games with the Hurricanes since being acquired from MIN in exchange for
Victor Rask on 1/17. He is the third player in franchise history to score five goals in his first five games with the club, joining John Anderson
(1985-86) and Radim Vrbata (2002-03).
MARTY PARTY
Jordan Martinook’s second-period goal marked his 11th goal of the season in his 51st game. He has now tied his single-season career
high in goals, set in 77 games during the 2016-17 season with ARI.
WE’RE GOING STREAKING
The Hurricanes have now earned a point in four consecutive games (1/20-2/1: 3-0-1) and improved to 10-3-1 in their last 14 games.
Sebastian Aho scored a goal tonight to extend his point streak to four games (1/20-2/1: 2g, 5a), while Jaccob Slavin registered an assist
for the fourth straight game (1/20-2/1: 6a).
SHOOT YOUR SHOT
Carolina outshot Vegas 32-25 tonight. Dougie Hamilton registered two shots tonight to extend his streak to 216 consecutive games played
with at least one shot on goal. The Hurricanes have now outshot opponents in 104 of 153 regulation periods and recorded at least 10 shots
in 111 of 153 regulation periods this season.
BACK IN BLACK
The Hurricanes wore their black third jerseys tonight for the fifth straight home game and the 11th of 15 times this season. Carolina
debuted the jerseys in an 8-5 win vs. NYR (10/7), and they are now 8-1-2 this season when wearing their new alternate uniforms.
HANGING ON
With tonight’s win, Carolina improved to 20-1-2 this season when leading after the second period.
SPECIAL TEAMS
Carolina went 0-for-3 on the power play today and is now 28-for-170 (16.5%) on the man-advantage this season. The Hurricanes went
1-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 128-for-161 (79.5%) on the kill this season.
Vegas went 1-for-2 on the power play today and is now 30-for-164 (18.3%) on the man-advantage this season. The Golden Knights
went 3-for-3 on the penalty kill and are now 127-for-151 (84.1%) on the kill this season.
SHOTS BY PERIOD
TEAMS
Vegas
Carolina

1st
6
10

2nd
13
15

3rd
6
7

OT
-

Total
25
32

